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Message from Our Superintendent

 

Lion Country 
Summer School
begins Monday, June 3

5TH & 8TH GRADE LEVELS
Summer School will be held 
for 5th grade and 8th grade 

students who did not pass the 
STAAR reading and/or math 

portions of the test. 

9TH-12TH GRADE LEVELS
Summer School will be held 
for 9th-12-graders who are 

completing credits.

LIVINGSTON ISD 
ADMINISTRATION
SUMMER HOURS

Campus and Administration 
offices will be open Monday 

through Thursday, 
7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

No Cost
Summer Meals
Free for kids 18 and under

- Dates & Locations -

June 3rd -27th 
Breakfast
7:15 - 8:15 - LHS Cafeteria
7:45-8:15 Pine Ridge Elementary 
& Livingston Intermediate School

Lunch
11:15-12:15 - LHS Cafeteria
11:15-11:45 Pine Ridge Elementary 
& Livingston Intermediate

July 8th-25th
Breakfast & Lunch served 
at Livingston High School
only

Good Morning Lion Country!
   As this year is quickly coming to an end 
and many of you are awaiting a well-
earned break, on behalf of this district 
thanks for a historically successful year. 
Please enjoy your summer as we all 
prepare for the 2019-2020 school year.
   The summer will pose many challenges 
as summer school, staff development 
and cleaning tasks are joined with the 
reconfiguration of our elementary 
campuses and implementing the many 
changes that are coming out of the 
last legislative session. While most in 
the political arena is touting this as 
“transformational”, my personal analysis 
is this session overall was a positive step 
forward for public ed that leaves a job 
unfinished for two years. The things that 
have happened:
   $5 billion in property tax relief
   $4.5 billion on Public Education
 •reduces recapture by 3.6 billion
 •increases the state funding share   
   from 38% to 45%
 •moves school finance to current year  
   values from CAD
 -repeals cost of education index, 
   high school allotment, and GT   
   weights
 -basic allotment increases from   
   $5140 to $6160
 -adds two golden pennies to school   
   finance with one accessible without  
   voter approval
 -funds full-day Pre-K for qualifying   
   students
 -funds Pre-K - % schools extending   
   the school year
 -adds mentoring new teachers funds  
   ($8 million)
 -extends career tech funds to the 7th  
   grade
 -transportation funded at $1 per mile
 -career, college, and military outcome  
   based bonuses
  $2 billion in teacher pay
 -increases the minimum pay scale   
     (does not affect LISD because we are  

   significantly above it)
 -provides teachers, nurses, librarians  
   and counselor increases in years
   the basic allotment increases. 
Districts are required to spend 30% of 
the gain of revenue per ADA to full-time 
non-administrative staff as follows:
 --75% to employees on the minimum  
    pay scale
 --25% for other employees
 --compensation includes benefits
 -voluntary locally developed
   incentive program (similar to what
   many of you remember as a  career   
   ladder)
   The districts across the state are 
awaiting information on the regulation 
details of this bill once signed by the 
governor. Please know the political 
promises of $10,000 raises in the last 
election did not come to fruition. I do 
know that our Board of Trustees have 
placed a priority on doing the best the 
district possibly can with the employee 
pay instrument and I feel this will 
continue as they value all employees 
and their service to our students. I will 
continue to communicate with you as 
these changes become final over the 
summer. The obvious work left undone 
by the legislation is going to require you 
to become active in the 2020 elections as 
your democratic responsibility. HB 3906 
or the assessment and accountability bill 
was the best bill we could have gotten 
with the political landscape, but this does 
ensure two more years of the state focus 
will be on state assessments. Our district 
is committed to ensuring we do the best 
job we can of preparing our students for 
success no matter how much we disagree 
with our current assessment mechanisms. 
If this is to be changed, it will come from 
active voices of democracy in the next 
election. The last item that I will point out 
as left undone was employee insurance. 
While I advocate that TRS employees be 
funded by the state similar to ERS, this 
area was left unaddressed but should be 



Livingston High School members of the Astronomy Club have been 
meeting each week aft er school all year with club advisor Michael 

Prokosch.  Th e group has been collaborating on a grant called Innova-
tors Developing Accessible Tools for Astronomy (IDATA) funded by the 
US National Science Foundation and brings together blind and visually 
impaired and sighted high school students and their teachers to create a 
fully accessible astronomy data request, retrieval, and analysis soft ware 
tool.  Teachers and students who fully participate in IDATA are consid-
ered co-developers in the project.  Th e Livingston High School program 
is working with University of Nevada - Las Vegas, Yerkes Observatory, 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and GLAS Education - Geneva 
Lake Astrophysics.
   In addition to teaching Life Skills on the Livingston Junior High 
campus, Prokosch is the public outreach director at Sam Houston State 
University Planetarium and Observatory.  Prokosch shares,   “One of our 
activities in Astronomy Club is modeling the orbit of an asteroid, only 
it’s modifi ed for someone visually impaired.  One aspect of the program 
has students use a User Centered Design approach to some of the lessons 
with a visual impairment in mind so that we can learn how to make the 
lesson or tool more accessible or devise a way to improve on it.” Students 
modeled an asteroid using a potato because many asteroids are potato 
shaped.  Th ey used the potato to demonstrate in a blind/visually impaired 
accessible way how an asteroids rotation rate is measured which can help 
scientists learn an asteroids size, distance, and a bit about its composition.  
Th ey also modeled the orbit of asteroid while using sleep masks so they 
could learn how to make the lesson more accessible for the blind or visu-
ally impaired.  Livingston students spent one meeting redesigning a board 
game to make it more accessible.  Th is activity helps students improve 

one of two big areas for legislative priority in the next 
session.
  Th is summer the district offi  ce and numbers of instruc-
tional staff  will work Monday through Th ursday 7:00 - 
5:00 with the exception of the July 4th week. Th e district 
will work Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday that 
week 7:00-5:00. Our maintenance and custodial will con-

Go Lions!
Dr. Brent Hawkins

LHS students explore the visually impaired world through Astronomy

Students are modeling 
the orbit of an asteroid.  

They are using sleep 
masks to modify the 

lesson so they can learn 
how to make the lesson 
or tool more accessible 

for the visually impaired.

tinue their normal hours throughout the summer. 
   Once again, thanks for all you do and enjoy this sum-
mer as we look to make a great next school year.

their skills when they are later introduced to designing the soft ware.
   Th e IDATA team leaders from Williams Bay, Wisconsin created a video 
explaining what the program is trying to accomplish.  Th e video has 
been nominated for an award from the National Science Foundation.  It 

Because an asteriod is 
the same shape as a 
potato, is is used as one 
method of determining 
informati on about 
the asteroid’s rotati on 
rate, size, brightness, 
compositi on and 
distance.

THREE DIMENSIONAL REDESIGN  Students redesign 
a popular board game to make it more accessible for 
those who are blind/visually impaired.  This acti vity 
improves their skills when they are later introduced to 
designing the soft ware.

explained in easy terms how “Astronomy is thought of as a visual 
science but the information captured by telescopes is simply data.  
In the past, low or no vision students were only able to experi-
ence a small number of astronomy products.  One of the goals of 
IDATA is to invent soft ware to overcome barriers encountered 
by sight-impaired students.  Images are made up of numbers and 
IDATA is researching ways to help students understand Astron-
omy by using coding.  IDATA students with and without sight 
impairment can work together to explore the universe.”


